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ABSTRACT
Context. The ESA Rosetta mission investigated the environment of comet 67P/Churyumov-Gerasimenko (hereafter 67P) from August
2014 to September 2016. One of the experiments on board the spacecraft, the Rosetta Orbiter Spectrometer for Ion and Neutral
Analysis (ROSINA) included a COmet Pressure Sensor (COPS) and two mass spectrometers to analyze the composition of neutrals
and ions, the Reflectron-type Time-Of-Flight mass spectrometer (RTOF), and the Double Focusing Mass Spectrometer (DFMS).
Aims. RTOF species detections cover the whole mission. This allows us to study the seasonal evolution of the main volatiles (H2O,
CO2 , and CO) and their spatial distributions.
Methods. We studied the RTOF dataset during the two-year long comet escort phase focusing on the study of H2O, CO2 , and CO. We
also present the detection by RTOF of O2, the fourth main volatile recorded in the coma of 67P/C-G. This work includes the calibration
of spectra and the analysis of the signature of the four volatiles. We present the analysis of the dynamics of the main volatiles and
visualize the distribution by projecting our results onto the surface of the nucleus. The temporal and spatial heterogeneities of H2O,
CO2 , and CO are studied over the two years of mission, but the O2 is only studied over a two-month period.
Results. The global outgassing evolution follows the expected asymmetry with respect to perihelion. The CO/CO2 ratio is not constant
through the mission, even though both species appear to originate from the same regions of the nucleus. The outgassing of CO2 and
CO was more pronounced in the southern than in the northern hemisphere, except for the time from August to October 2014. We
provide a new and independent estimate of the relative abundance of O2.
Conclusions. We show evidence of a change in molecular ratios throughout the mission. We observe a clear north-south dichotomy in
the coma composition, suggesting a composition dichotomy between the outgassing layers of the two hemispheres. Our work indicates
that CO2 and CO are located on the surface of the southern hemisphere as a result of the strong erosion during the previous perihelion.
We also report a cyclic occurrence of CO and CO2 detections in the northern hemisphere. We discuss two scenarios: devolatilization
of transported wet dust grains from south to north, and different stratigraphy for the upper layers of the cometary nucleus between the
two hemispheres.
Key words. comets: individual: 67P/Churyumov-Gerasimenko – comets: general – planets and satellites: atmospheres
1. Introduction
The ESA Rosetta mission became the first spacecraft that fol-
lowed a comet along its path around the Sun, and it was the
first mission to achieve two landings on a comet. In addition to
these technical advances, the 11 instruments on board Rosetta
collected data during more than two years. The Rosetta space-
craft arrived at 67P/Churyumov-Gerasimenko (67P) for the ren-
dezvous in August 2014, at about 3.6 au from the Sun. The mis-
sion ended with the landing of the spacecraft on the surface of
the comet on 30 September 2016. The unprecedented amount of
data gathered by Rosetta considerably increases our understand-
ing of comets (Taylor et al. 2017).
The first resolved image of 67P taken by the Optical, Spec-
troscopic, and Infrared Remote Imaging System (OSIRIS) cam-
era showed a bilobed body: a small lobe with a diameter of about
2 km and a large lobe of about 4 km, which are linked by an area
called "the neck" (Sierks et al. 2015). The body has a rotation
period of around 12.4 hours, which changed to 12.0 hours in
2016 (Accomazzo et al. 2017), and a rotation axis tilted by 52◦
(Jorda et al. 2016). Massironi et al. (2015) identified incompati-
ble strata envelopes on the small and large lobes, suggesting that
the bilobed shape is the result of a smooth collision between two
independent bodies. The camera revealed a rugged surface of the
illuminated side of the nucleus (northern hemisphere and equa-
tor at the beginning of the mission) with significant expanses of a
smooth material, as described in Sierks et al. (2015). After the in-
bound equinox, the southern hemisphere came out of the shadow
to reveal a surface with steeper topography (El-Maarry et al.
2016). Because of its high obliquity and its shape, the nucleus of
67P is subject to strong illumination variations. The Rosetta mis-
sion observed the seasonal evolution of the coma composition of
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67P, in particular, the changes occurring during the equinoxes
and perihelion passage.
Capaccioni et al. (2015) described a surface covered by a
dark material, with a very low reflectance spectrum and no
detectable ice patches in the northern hemisphere. Water-ice
patches were later found on the surface (in diverse regions be-
low a latitude of 30◦) by Pommerol et al. (2015), De Sanctis
et al. (2015), and Barucci et al. (2016) in observations made
with the OSIRIS and Visible InfraRed Thermal Imaging Spec-
trometer (VIRTIS), showing a localized diurnal activity pattern
after which water condensates on the surface. Although tens of
water-ice spots have been observed, only a single spot of carbon
dioxide ice has been identified on the surface, in the southern
hemisphere (Anhur region) (Filacchione et al. 2016).
The spatial distributions of water and carbon dioxide have
been investigated by Bockelée-Morvan et al. (2015), Migliorini
et al. (2016), and Fink et al. (2016) using VIRTIS data from 24
November 2014 to 24 January 2015, from 8 to 14 April 2015,
and from 28 February and 27 April 2015, respectively. Bockelée-
Morvan et al. (2015) described a water production originating
from the illuminated parts on the surface, in particular above the
neck. They suggested that CO2 sublimates below the diurnal skin
depth because CO2 has been detected in illuminated and non-
illuminated regions. Migliorini et al. (2016) described two active
water regions, Aten-Babi and Seth-Hapi, and high abundances
of CO2 outgassing from the head and the southern hemisphere.
Fink et al. (2016) confirmed the detection of H2O and CO2 out-
gassing from distinct origins. They proposed that the northern
surface is depleted in CO2 and that the southern hemisphere is
more pristine, and they observed that the concentration of CO2
arose from local spots in the southern hemisphere.
The Rosetta Orbiter Spectrometer for Ion and neutral anal-
ysis (ROSINA) experiment analyzed the composition of the
coma of 67P with two spectrometers, the Double Focusing Mass
Spectrometer (DFMS) and the Reflectron-type Time-Of-Flight
(RTOF), and the sensor called Comet Pressure Sensor (COPS)
(Balsiger et al. 2007). The coma composition varied strongly
throughout the mission in terms of the dynamics of the main
volatiles (H2O, CO2, and CO) and their ratios. Hässig et al.
(2015) described the behavior of the three main volatiles seen by
ROSINA/DFMS at the beginning of the mission, between Au-
gust and September 2014, with a high CO2/H2O ratio located
on the southern side of the large lobe. Measurements from the
pre-perihelion period revealed that H2O sublimation was corre-
lated with the large illuminated areas of the surface, including
the active neck region before equinox (10 May 2015) and mov-
ing slowly southward afterward. CO2 and CO outgassing were in
general lower than H2O outgassing and were mostly confined to
the southern hemisphere (Hoang et al. 2017). The non-detection
of CO2 from the northern hemisphere during several months be-
fore the May 2015 equinox, even though surface temperatures
were well above the sublimation temperature of CO2, suggests
that an insulating layer of dust/water was transported from the
southern hemisphere (Keller et al. 2017). Gasc et al. (2017a) also
showed possible correlations between minor species (NH3, H2S,
CH4, and HCN) and the sublimation of pure ices mainly made
of water and CO2 at about the second equinox in March 2016.
Le Roy et al. (2015) presented a chemical inventory of the
molecules found in the coma at 3.15 au inbound and hetero-
geneities linked to the minor species. Moreover, Bieler et al.
(2015) revealed the detection of molecular oxygen in large abun-
dances in the coma, suggesting that O2 was trapped in the ice
since the formation of the nucleus.
Hansen et al. (2016) compared the water production mea-
sured by DFMS, the Microwave Instrument for the Rosetta Or-
biter (MIRO), VIRTIS and the Rosetta Plasma Consortium: Ion
Composition Analyzer (RPC-ICA) for the whole mission. The
maximum outgassing as seen with DFMS occurred 18 to 22 days
after perihelion with a water production rate of 3.5 ± 0.5 × 1028
molecules.s−1.
In this work, we present a study of the global outgassing of
67P seen by the RTOF mass spectrometer. We include results
from Hoang et al. (2017) (hereafter referred to as Paper I) to ob-
serve the evolution through the two years of mission. We analyze
the entire dataset recorded by the instrument from September
2014 until the end of the escort phase in September 2016.
2. Method
2.1. Description of the instruments
The RTOF mass spectrometer was designed to measure
cometary neutral gas and ions, and achieved a mass resolution
of m/∆m = 500 at 50% level because of a high-voltage prob-
lem. This time-of-flight spectrometer was able to detect ions and
molecules from 1 to 300 u/e and had a high temporal resolution
of 200 seconds (Scherer et al. 2006; Balsiger et al. 2007).
The RTOF spectrometer could be operated in two different
configurations using two distinct channels: the storage source
(SS), which samples the neutral gas, and the orthogonal source
(OS), which analyzes cometary ions as well as neutral gas. Each
ion source had two tungsten filaments that provided the electrons
to ionize neutral particles by electron impact. Considering the
limitations of the data rate and the compression of DPU data,
both channels were never used at the same time in space.
The charged particles were extracted toward the drift tube
by an extraction grid, applying a pull pulse at a frequency of
2 kHz, 5 kHz, or 10 kHz. The ions passed through the 83 cm
long drift tube, were deviated back by the reflectron located at
the end of the tube, and finally reached the detector. The time-
of-flight spectrometer was able to recognize the nature of an ion
through its speed in the drift tube because the time of flight of
each molecule is proportional to the square root of the mass of
the species.
The performance of the two mass spectrometers RTOF and
DFMS was complementary. While RTOF had a high temporal
resolution (200 or 400 seconds depending on the mode), DFMS
possessed a high mass resolution of m/∆m = 3000 at 1% level
with a mass range of 12-150 u/e. It scanned one mass range at a
time, covering the full range from 13 u/e to more than 130 u/e in
about 40 minutes (depending on the mode).
We used the COPS nude gauge (NG), which measured the
in situ total ambient neutral number density. Unlike RTOF and
DFMS, COPS was not able to distinguish the different species.
2.2. Data analysis
The number densities of the volatiles were derived from the
RTOF spectra recorded in both channels using the SS and the
OS. The first step of the data analysis was converting the spectra
into physical units (i.e., u/e). A mass calibration was applied to
all spectra through the gas calibration unit mode (GCU mode)
(Gasc et al. 2017b). The unit contained a well-defined mixture
of helium, carbon dioxide, and krypton, covering a wide mass
range. This mixture allowed us to convert the time-of-flight spec-
tra into mass/charge [u/e].
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Fig. 1: Upper panel: Temporal evolution of H2O, CO2, and CO densities multiplied by the cometocentric distance squared, derived
from RTOF relative abundances scaled to COPS over the Rosetta mission. Colored lines are averaged over two comet rotations.
Middle panel: Latitude of the sub-spacecraft point in the 67P fixed frame. Lower panel: Variation in distance between Rosetta and
67P (black) and the heliocentric distance (yellow). First equinox occurred on 2015 May 10 at 1.67 au, perihelion on 2015 August
13 at 1.24 au, and second equinox on 2016 March 21 at 2.63 au. RTOF data are missing during excursions of the spacecraft. Periods
A to G are indicated above the first panel. They are described in Table 1.
The second step was integrating the peaks corresponding to
water (mass 18.01 u/e), carbon monoxide (mass 27.99 u/e), and
carbon dioxide (mass 43.98 u/e). The integration yielded the nu-
merical area below the curve, which represents the number of
ions per 200 seconds or 400 seconds time bins depending on
the operating mode. After we obtained the ion abundance of the
three volatiles in each spectra, corrections due to specific sen-
sitivity and fragmentation pattern of each species were applied.
Finally, we were able to define the corresponding densities of the
three studied molecules throughout the mission, after normaliza-
tion to the measured COPS densities. Details of the data analysis
applied to RTOF are given in Paper I and Gasc et al. (2017b). We
note that further processing was applied to RTOF spectra since
Paper I. They led to more accurate values for the density of the
detected species.
3. Results
We present the number densities of the three main volatiles as
recorded by RTOF from September 2014 until September 2016
in Figure 1. We also show associated orbital parameters, such as
the latitude of the sub-spacecraft (SSC) point, the cometocentric
distance, and the heliocentric distance throughout the mission.
The plotted densities are scaled to a distance of 1 km from the
center of the nucleus assuming a 1/r2 dependence for compari-
son.
The dataset starts during the inbound part of the cometary
orbit around the Sun, at a cometocentric distance of about 50
kilometers. Rosetta remained around the nucleus during the out-
bound part up to a heliocentric distance of 3.88 au. The full
mission dataset shows the evolution of the outgassing of the nu-
cleus during the escort phase as a function of the heliocentric
distance. The upper panel shows that RTOF did not continu-
ously record data during the mission. Data were missed because
of several reasons. Finally, data gaps appeared when the signal
was below the detection limit of the instrument as a result of
large comet-spacecraft distances (excursion of September 2015)
or off-pointing of the spacecraft.
In the RTOF dataset, we distinguish seven periods of time
to study the evolution of the coma through the mission, referred
to in the text as periods A to G, as described in Table 1. A de-
tailed study of the temporal and spatial variations of the three
main volatiles during periods A, B, and E was given in Paper I,
where they were called periods A, B, and C. We now describe
the global evolution of the three main volatiles and their rela-
tive ratios CO2/H2O and CO/H2O, as well as their spatial het-
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Period start Period end Heliocentric distance Averaged subsolar latitude
Period A 2014-09-01 2014-10-30 from 3.45 to 3.05 au 41◦
Period B 2014-11-01 2015-02-15 from 3.05 to 2.3 au 33◦
Period C 2015-04-10 2015-05-25 from 1.9 to 1.6 au 2.8◦
Period D 2015-07-05 2015-09-05 from 1.3 to 1.2 au -44.7◦
Period E 2015-12-01 2016-02-15 from 1.8 to 2.4 au -20◦
Period F 2016-03-01 2016-05-29 from 2.5 to 3.1 au 4◦
Period G 2016-06-01 2016-09-26 from 3.4 to 3.88 au 16◦
Table 1: Description of the seven periods covering the RTOF dataset, with the corresponding heliocentric distances and the average
subsolar latitudes.
H2O [cm−3.km2] CO2 [cm−3.km2] CO [cm−3.km2]
Q1 Q2 Q3 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q1 Q2 Q3
A 1.99×109 3.13×109 6.22×109 4.16×108 5.96×108 8.48×108 7.15×108 1.15×109 2.37×109
B 2.81×109 6.16×109 1.25×1010 3.82×108 1.14×109 2.96×109 1.98×108 5.77×108 1.55×109
C 1.16×1011 1.39×1011 1.87×1011 3.05×109 5.14×109 8.5×109 7.11×109 1.17×1010 1.84×1010
D 1.11×1012 1.65×1012 2.24×1012 7.32×1010 1.5×1011 2.8×1011 1.12×1011 2.35×1011 4.31×1011
E 3.79×1010 7.18×1010 1.16×1011 4.16×109 8.15×109 1.69×1010 8.54×109 1.67×1010 2.87×1010
F 3.13×109 5.37×109 1.02×1010 6.07×108 2.82×109 1.02×1010 1.07×109 2.30×109 4.11×109
G 1.64×109 2.76×109 5.2×109 5.98×108 1.77×109 5.04×109 4.26×108 1.05×109 1.99×109
Table 2: Number densities of the main volatiles as detected with RTOF, scaled to a distance of 1 km from the center of the nucleus
for the seven periods described in Table 1. Given values are lower quartile (Q1, i.e., 25%), median (Q2), and upper quartile (Q3,
i.e., 75%) for H2O, CO2 , and CO.
erogeneities during the Rosetta mission. We then present an es-
timate of the relative abundance of O2 and its spatial distribution
during period A.
3.1. Global temporal evolution
In Figure 1 we show the datasets of the densities of H2O (in
blue), CO2 (in red), and CO (in green), scaled to a distance of
1 km. We also show the data averaged over two rotations of the
comet (colored lines) to filter the diurnal variations, highlighting
the link between the temporal variation of densities and the SSC
latitude, which we study in detail in Figure 2. The number den-
sities of the three volatiles, scaled to 1 km, are reported in terms
of lower quartile (Q1), median (Q2), and upper quartile (Q3) in
Table 2.
The global evolution of the number densities of the main
volatiles shows the expected increase in outgassing during the
pre-perihelion period and decrease after perihelion, see Figure 1
and Table 2. When the comet approached the Sun, the heating
of the nucleus caused an increase in the ice sublimation. Around
perihelion, the nucleus heating reached its maximum intensity.
An asymmetry in the outgassing appears in the dataset, and we
observe that the maximum sublimation occurs slightly after per-
ihelion. About 10 to 15 days after perihelion, we estimate H2O
number densities of 1.65×1012 cm−3.km2, CO2 number densities
of 1.5×1011 cm−3.km2 , and a CO reached 2.35×1011 cm−3.km2
at 1 km. This delay may be due to a combination of two effects:
the proximity to the Sun, and the maximum illumination of the
southern hemisphere (the illuminated hemisphere at that time),
which occurred around the solstice, three weeks after perihelion.
As described by Hansen et al. (2016), in period A, we observed
an unexpected decrease in H2O while the heliocentric distance
decreased. The CO and CO2 number densities follow the same
trend. This observation was correlated with the motion of the
spacecraft from the sunward side to the terminator.
CO2/H2O CO/H2O
Q1 Q2 Q3 Q1 Q2 Q3
A 0.11 0.18 0.27 0.26 0.35 0.53
B 0.03 0.19 0.79 0.02 0.09 0.41
C 0.02 0.03 0.06 0.04 0.08 0.14
D 0.04 0.09 0.19 0.07 0.14 0.32
E 0.07 0.12 0.20 0.15 0.23 0.36
F 0.13 0.33 1.12 0.21 0.34 0.58
G 0.22 0.57 1.6 0.15 0.36 0.84
Table 3: CO2/H2O and CO/H2O density ratios for the seven pe-
riods described in Table 1. Given values are the lower quartile
(Q1), median (Q2), and upper quartile (Q3).
Water was the main contributor to the gas composition of the
coma, except during the last months of the mission. The con-
tribution of carbon monoxide and carbon dioxide became more
important during the last months. The behavior of CO/H2O and
CO2/H2O ratios, derived from RTOF spectra, is detailed in Fig-
ure 2. s The lower quartile (Q1), median (Q2), and upper quar-
tile (Q3) of CO2/H2O and CO/H2O for the seven periods are
reported in Table 3. During period A, the ratio variations are syn-
chronized, but the CO/H2O decreases while the CO2/H2O ratio
increases slowly, and both reach similar values in October 2014.
We then observed large variations for both ratios, with higher
density values for CO2 (0.19 for CO2/H2O compared to 0.09
for CO/H2O in period B). In the intermediate dataset of 2015
(periods C and D), the CO/H2O ratio is the highest. After the
outbound equinox, the ratios of CO2 and CO versus H2O glob-
ally increased, both temporarily exceeded 5 and CO2/H2O even
reached 25 in September 2016. From average number density ra-
tios of 0.03 for CO2/H2O and 0.08 for CO/H2O during period C,
the values increased to 0.57 and 0.36, respectively, for period G.
The SSC latitude is shown in the lower panel and the cor-
relation with the ratios variation can be studied. Before the first
equinox and after the second equinox, the high number density
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Fig. 2: Upper panel: Time evolution of CO/H2O and CO2/H2O density ratios for the entire mission, starting in September 2014 and
ending in September 2016. Lower panel: Variation in SSC point latitude in degrees. Periods A to G are indicated above the first
panel, and they are described in Table 1.
ratios are mainly located in the southern hemisphere, confirm-
ing the strong hemispherical asymmetry of CO and CO2 during
the mission. The variations in the ratios are mainly due to the
variations in the water density in the coma. Nevertheless, we ob-
served larger variations in the CO2/H2O ratio than in CO/H2O,
suggesting that the heterogeneity of CO2 is stronger.
Details of the temporal variabilities and changes in out-
gassing for September 2014 to February 2015 and for Decem-
ber 2015 to February 2016 are given in Hoang et al. (2017); for
the 2016 March equinox, they are listed in Gasc et al. (2017a).
The paucity of RTOF data during the six months after perihelion
makes interpretating these data more difficult during this period.
Specific periods of densities evolution are discussed below in
Figure 3 (after the 2016 March equinox) and Figure 4 (end of
December 2016).
3.1.1. Post-equinox
Figure 3 presents the detailed data recorded at the end of June
2016 and beginning of July 2016, after the second equinox (left),
with a zoom-in on one rotation of 12 hours (right). At that time,
the subsolar latitude moved from the southern to the northern
hemisphere. The first panel of Fig. 3 shows the densities of
the RTOF main volatiles and the second panel shows the cor-
responding DFMS data. The variations in COPS pressures are
shown in the third panel. They are total gas densities because
COPS cannot distinguish the different volatiles. The correspond-
ing SSC latitude (lower panel) indicates that the ice sublimation
mostly occurs in the southern hemisphere. The increase in tem-
perature of the nucleus surface is the result of previous illumina-
tion of the southern hemisphere, while the heating in the north-
ern hemisphere is not yet sufficient to cause large sublimation of
volatiles (Keller et al. 2015). The lower panel also indicates the
SSC longitude. The quick variations in coma densities are linked
to the non-spherical shape of the comet (Hässig et al. 2015) be-
cause the surface of the illuminated nucleus that is visible in the
field of view of RTOF changes with the rotation of the nucleus.
Except when the SSC latitudes are lower than -45◦, the water
appears to exceed CO2 and CO in the coma composition.
The excellent temporal resolution of RTOF is visible in the
upper panel of Figure 3, with a measurement every 200 seconds.
This gives us the detailed temporal dynamics of the coma com-
position. At that time, the three volatiles were strongly corre-
lated, suggesting very similar source emission regions. In the
second panel of Figure 3, the DFMS densities for the three
volatiles are given for the same time. To do so, the derived
densities were time-interpolated and time-shifted to the time of
the water measurements, that is, about 40 minutes, as shown in
the right panel. The comparison between the two instruments
(see Paper I) reveals that they are globally in good agreement
with each other. Nevertheless, as observed in this example, the
datasets are not identical, and clear differences appears. The wa-
ter outgassing is underestimated by DFMS, it appears lower than
in the RTOF panel. In particular, the CO2 detections are overesti-
mated around the maximum, and the CO detections are slightly
overestimated. RTOF and DFMS are two distinct instruments,
located at two different positions on the spacecraft and with dif-
ferent mass and time resolutions, which induces a more impor-
tant diffusion in the RTOF measurements and explains that the
two datasets present differences. Furthermore, both datasets are
obtained after much processing during the conversion of abun-
dance into densities. It is hard to tell which instrument estimates
the volatile dynamics best.
3.1.2. End of mission
The instrument was turned on sporadically during the last two
months of the mission, based on available power. In Figure 4 we
present a zoom of the very last detections of the main volatiles
seen by RTOF, on 21, 23, and 25-26 September 2016. At that
time, 67P was at 3.83 au from the Sun. As a result of approach
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Fig. 3: Left: Temporal evolution after equinox of the densities of the RTOF (first panel) and DFMS main volatiles (second panel)
with the average over two comet rotations (colored lines), the COPS nude gauge total densities (third panel), and the SSC point
latitude and longitude (fourth panel). Right: Zoom-in on one rotation (∼ 12 hours).
Fig. 4: Number densities of the main volatiles for the five last days of RTOF measurements (upper panels) and corresponding SSC
latitude and longitude (lower panels).
maneuvers, the cometocentric distance of Rosetta varied be-
tween 4 to 17 km during September 2016.
We observe the different behaviors of the three main volatiles
at close distances from the nucleus. During 2016, water abun-
dances slowly decreased as the comet moved away from the Sun.
At the end of the mission, water number densities were mainly
below the values of carbon dioxide and carbon monoxide, except
for a few locations with a SSC point latitude above 30◦. The wa-
ter densities (blue points) appear more scattered at low density
values, that is, around 3 × 106 cm−3 on average. As the water
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sublimation occurs close to the surface, where varying illumina-
tion conditions are important and are prominent because of the
complex shape of the nucleus, the outgassing of H2O appeared
more variable than for CO2 and CO, which occurs in deeper lay-
ers where the thermal variations are damped and the outgassing
is expected to be more continuous.
We observe that CO2 and CO have a similar evolution and
are anticorrelated with the SSC latitude given in the lower panel.
Both species are mostly detected in the coma when the space-
craft flies over the southern hemisphere, while the H2O varia-
tions are neither affected by latitude nor by longitude. The CO
density variations seem to closely follow the CO2 number den-
sity, but with smaller amplitudes, which may indicate that CO
molecules are trapped partly in H2O and partly in CO2 and are
sublimated together. Nevertheless, the correlation of CO detec-
tions with water ice or carbon dioxide ice is complex. The middle
upper panel shows the change in coma composition very well
when the spacecraft is located above the southern hemisphere
of the nucleus. However, during this time period, the northern
hemisphere was illuminated, and we confirm the detections of
carbon dioxide and carbon monoxide from both illuminated and
non-illuminated areas. Overall, the CO and CO2 number den-
sities are higher over the southern hemisphere and the equator,
with more CO2 than CO in the southern hemisphere, but they are
lower in the northern hemisphere.
3.2. Spatial variation mapping
The composition of the gas analyzed in the instrument is highly
correlated with the region above the surface passed by Rosetta.
Spatial heterogeneities and seasonal variations have been ob-
served in the coma composition. The study of the whole RTOF
dataset gives us the opportunity to investigate the seasonal evo-
lution of the three main volatiles. In particular, a dichotomy in
dust coverage of the surface between the northern and the south-
ern hemispheres has been observed by the OSIRIS camera, as
described by El-Maarry et al. (2015). An erosion of up to ten
meters of the southern hemisphere is estimated per orbit, and fur-
thermore, material from the south is transported to the northern
hemisphere (Keller et al. 2015). Because of the obliquity of the
rotational axis of the comet, the seasonal effect on the comet is
strong, leading to a dichotomy between the northern and south-
ern hemispheres. Based on the time of the equinoxes, the comet
is illuminated in the northern hemisphere during the main part of
its orbit. The comet is mostly illuminated in the southern hemi-
sphere around perihelion. Consequently, the illumination of the
northern hemisphere induces a soft and long sublimation, while
the summer in the southern hemisphere is shorter and warmer,
leading to a stronger sublimation. The detections made by RTOF
depend on diverse parameters. One important parameter is the
heliocentric distance because the heat wave is responsible for
the sublimation of the volatiles. Mapping the RTOF detections
through the mission allows us to observe the evolution of the
global density before perihelion (increasing activity) and after
perihelion (decreasing activity).
3.2.1. Method
Maps of densities are 2D projections to the SSC point. The lat-
itude zero is the equatorial plane of the comet, separating the
northern and the southern hemispheres. The center of the map,
that is, the point of latitude 0 and longitude 0, is the extremity of
the small lobe. The area of the large lobe is located at the borders
of the maps. The data were multiplied by the cometocentric dis-
tance squared. In addition, we removed all the data correspond-
ing to a nadir off-pointing angle larger than five degrees. The
origin of the detected molecules is assumed to be given by the
SSC latitude and longitude of the instrument line of view at the
moment of the detection. The resolution on the surface is 5◦ ×
5◦ and was chosen as the best compromise between the temporal
and spatial coverage. The periods last a few months in order to
have a good coverage of the entire surface of the nucleus, with
more than five detections for each facet. Topography lines are
overplotted on the maps in white based on the 3D shape model
provided by ESA/Rosetta/MPS for OSIRIS team.
Number density maps were produced for periods A, B, E, F,
and G (detailed in Table 1). Periods C and D do not allow study-
ing spatial heterogeneities because the spacecraft was located at
more than 150 km from the surface of the nucleus during these
periods (thus the distance to the nucleus increases the uncertain-
ties related to the nadir origin assumed for the outgassing). In
addition, the few data recorded around first equinox and perihe-
lion do not cover the entire surface of the nucleus.
We also produced illumination maps, displayed left in Fig-
ure 5, to show the solar illumination corresponding to the five
periods. The normalized intensity of the color (maxima in red,
minima in blue) at every illuminated facet is given by the co-
sine of the angle between the surface normal and the direction
to the Sun (averaged over one rotation period with mean latitude
conditions appropriate to each considered period).
During periods A and B, the Sun mainly illuminated the
northern hemisphere, with averaged subsolar latitudes of 41◦ and
33◦, respectively. The summer in the southern hemisphere is vis-
ible in period E (subsolar latitude of -20◦). During period F, the
illuminated regions were in the latitude close to the equator (sub-
solar latitude of 4◦). At the end of the mission, during period G,
the Sun was back in the northern hemisphere (subsolar latitude
of 16◦).
3.2.2. Evolution throughout the mission
Figures 5 and 6 show the illumination conditions and the spa-
tial evolution of H2O, CO2, and CO number densities [cm−3].
The hypothesis that the detections originate in the nadir allows
us to analyze the global behavior, in particular, the dichotomy
between the northern and southern hemisphere. To facilitate the
comparison, number density values for the northern hemisphere,
that is, data corresponding to a SSC latitude > 15◦, are reported
in Table 4 in terms of the lower quartile (Q1), median (Q2), and
upper quartile (Q3) for the three volatiles. The number density
values for the southern hemisphere, that is, data corresponding
to a SSC latitude < -15◦, are reported in Table 5.
For H2O, the five maps present detections throughout almost
the entire surface. In the five water maps, the highest outgassing
pattern and the illumination area are well correlated. In the first
two maps (periods A and B), the highest water detections come
from the northern hemisphere, in particular, from the Hapi re-
gion. We note that the density map also shows H2O densities
detected from the southern hemisphere, which was poorly illu-
minated during periods A and B. This is partly due to the nadir
approximation associating RTOF detections with SSC coordi-
nates. The average number density increases in the northern and
southern hemisphere from an estimated value at 1 km of 3 ×
109 cm−3.km2 to 6 × 109 cm−3.km2 , and it slowly shifts to the
equator, together with the illumination pattern. Ten months later,
the third map shows the heterogeneities of the coma after peri-
helion, with a strong increase in main volatiles outgassing, and
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Fig. 5: Left: 2D maps of the average illumination of the surface during the periods A, B, E, F, and G described in Table 1, based
on the average subsolar latitude and the heliocentric distance. Colors give the normalized intensity, maxima in red and minima in
blue. Right: Spatial heterogeneities of RTOF H2O number densities (log 10) in cm−3 projected onto the SSC point, and scaled to a
distance of 1 km from the center of the nucleus, for the seven periods (see Table 1).
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Fig. 6: Spatial heterogeneities of RTOF CO2 (left) and CO (right) number densities projected onto the SSC point, and scaled to a
distance of 1 km from the center of the nucleus, for the periods A, B, E, F, and G (see Table 1).
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H2O (NH) [cm−3.km2] CO2 (NH) [cm−3.km2] CO (NH) [cm−3.km2]
Q1 Q2 Q3 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q1 Q2 Q3
A 3.45×109 6.07×109 9.84×109 4.53×108 6.55×108 9.92×108 9.02×108 1.76×109 3.27×109
B 9.80×109 1.57×1010 2.44×1010 1.98×108 5.42×108 1.68×109 1.70×108 4.98×108 1.79×109
C 1.4×1011 1.8×1011 2.05×1011 3.7×109 6.2×109 1.06×1010 8.78×109 1.45×1010 2.2×1010
D 2.33×1011 2.83×1011 3.01×1011 9.73×109 2.06×1010 5.03×1010 2.97×1010 4.19×1010 7.83×1010
E 2.31×1010 3.39×1010 4.69×1010 2.20×109 4.04×109 6.29×109 4.91×109 7.83×109 1.24×1010
F 2.45×109 3.48×109 5.73×109 3.19×108 5.38×108 9.43×108 5.74×108 9.90×108 1.46×109
G 1.37×109 2.04×109 2.99×109 2.85×108 4.77×108 8.05×108 22.13×108 4.76×108 9.56×108
Table 4: Number densities of the RTOF main volatiles (scaled to a distance of 1 km) for the seven periods for the northern hemisphere
(SSC > 15◦). Given values are the lower quartile (Q1), median (Q2), and upper quartile (Q3) for H2O, CO2 , and CO.
H2O (SH) [cm−3.km2] CO2 (SH) [cm−3.km2] CO (SH) [cm−3.km2]
Q1 Q2 Q3 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q1 Q2 Q3
A 1.47×109 1.94×109 2.42×109 3.83×108 5.25×108 7.04×108 6.13×108 8.09×108 1.22×109
B 2.06×109 4.00×109 7.41×109 1.57×109 2.67×109 3.87×109 3.36×108 1.00×109 2.96×109
C 8.95×1010 1.16×1011 2.01×1011 3.8×109 5.67×109 9.32×109 9.54×109 1.32×1010 1.85×1010
D 1.53×1012 2.05×1012 2.4×1012 9.61×1010 1.69×1011 3.13×1011 1.23×1011 2.46×1011 4.54×1011
E 7.36×1010 1.0×1011 1.38×1011 7.39×109 1.34×1010 2.26×1010 1.57×1010 2.34×1010 3.82×1010
F 4.58×109 8.37×109 2.06×1010 6.88×109 1.09×1010 1.38×1010 3.14×109 4.22×109 6.24×109
G 1.63×109 4.17×109 7.42×109 3.82×109 5.46×109 7.47×109 9.31×108 1.64×109 3.14×109
Table 5: Number densities of the RTOF main volatiles (scaled to a distance of 1 km) for the seven periods for the southern hemisphere
(SSC < -15◦). Given values are the lower quartile (Q1), median (Q2), and upper quartile (Q3) for H2O, CO2 , and CO.
the water number density even reaches up to 1013 cm−3. Close to
perihelion, the southern hemisphere appears largely more pro-
ductive as a result of the summer illumination; the averaged
number density is three times higher than in the northern hemi-
sphere. After the second equinox, the activity declines as the
comet moves away from the Sun. The Sun again illuminates
the northern hemisphere, but sublimation in the southern hemi-
sphere remains dominant because of thermal inertia. At the end
of the mission (period G), we observed the lowest density for
water, distributed throughout the surface. This is not correlated
with the illumination pattern.
The spatial maps of CO2 present a completely different be-
havior. At the beginning of the mission, unexpected low abun-
dances of CO2 and CO in the northern hemisphere were ob-
served in Paper I. This depletion does not follow the illumina-
tion conditions of the nucleus. The correlation factor between
the illumination and CO2 is -0.52 for period B, thus the spatial
distribution is reversed with respect to the illumination pattern.
In comparison, we calculated correlation factors between spatial
distribution of water and illumination of 0.3 for period A and
0.52 for period B. The CO2 active areas are well correlated with
the H2O spatial distribution during period A (correlation factor
of 0.8) and anticorrelated during period B (correlation factor of -
0.5). From period A to period B, CO2 sublimation clearly started
in the southern hemisphere during winter, increasing from 5.25 ×
108 cm−3.km2 to 2.67× 109 cm−3.km2. The absence of detections
above the northern illuminated hemisphere could be explained
by a back-fall of dust originating from the southern hemisphere
when active, which would insulate the northern hemisphere. This
would result in a layer of solid materials containing water that
has been depleted in more volatile species such as CO or CO2 be-
cause their sublimation temperature is lower (Keller et al. 2017).
The southern hemisphere is, on average, five times more active
in CO2 than the northern hemisphere during this second time
period. After perihelion, the CO2 activity is strong: the density
detections in the southern hemisphere are more than three times
higher than in the northern hemisphere. After second equinox
until the end of the mission, during periods F and G, the same
area of carbon dioxide detections is active, with a strong north-
south dichotomy. The CO2 outgassing mainly comes from the
south (Sobek region) and the equator, but is also detected in
the north, in Hapi and on the large lobe up to 30◦ latitude. The
temperature became considerably colder while the comet moved
away from the Sun, and the sublimation rate slowly decreased.
At the end of the mission, the spatial distribution of CO2 is re-
versed compared to the illumination pattern, such as during pe-
riod B, with a correlation factor of -0.48.
At the beginning of the mission, CO is detected from the il-
luminated surface of the nucleus, like H2O and CO2; the number
density is higher by an order of magnitude than that of CO2 . We
observe a good correlation between the spatial distribution of the
three species during period A, with a correlation factor from 0.83
to 0.85. During the second time period, the CO density strongly
decreases and is practically not detected in the spectra. How-
ever, the number densities measured from the south are twice
higher than from the north. This transition can be linked with the
similar behavior of CO2 at the same time: CO2 detections sur-
prisingly disappeared in the northern hemisphere and appeared
in high densities in the south during the winter.
CO becomes more abundant after perihelion, where it is de-
tected throughout the entire surface in higher density than CO2.
It then declines slowly during 2016, becoming the third most
abundant molecule by the end of the mission. During period
E, the CO and CO2 detections are very similar in the northern
hemisphere, while CO is less frequently detected in the southern
hemisphere, with a CO/CO2 ratio of 0.3, in particular the neck
and large lobe. From the post-equinox two periods to the end of
the mission, sublimation of CO and CO2 decreased in the north-
ern hemisphere, which was the illuminated part of the comet at
that time. Overall, the regions that released CO correlate well
with the regions that released CO2 for the five studied periods,
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with correlation factors of 0.85 (period A), 0.6 (period B), 0.78
(period E), 0.83 (period F), and 0.76 (period G).
3.2.3. Dichotomy between the two hemispheres
The dichotomy between the two lobes has been investigated by
defining two areas of 20◦ of latitude and 30◦ of longitude, cen-
tered on (0,0) over the small lobe and centered on (145,0) over
the large lobe. From the entire dataset, we calculated the fol-
lowing median ratios: CO2/H2O = 0.19; CO/H2O = 0.32 for the
small lobe, and CO2/H2O = 0.32; CO/H2O = 0.38 for the large
lobe, with standard deviations from 0.6 to 1. This shows that
the ratio CO/H2O is practically identical between the two lobes,
while there is a difference for the CO2/H2O ratio. However, we
can hardly conclude on a differential lobe composition for CO2
because of the large dispersion and also because the hemispher-
ical asymmetries are strong and the dynamics of the coma mea-
surements are complex. Moreover, these ratios do not reflect the
relative production over the whole apparition because not all the
periods were covered with the exact same measurements condi-
tions.
3.3. Detection of O2
In a typical cleaned RTOF spectra (Figure 1 of Paper I), numer-
ous peaks can be observed. In addition to the three largest peaks
H2O, CO2 , and CO, RTOF was able to detect minor species
such as the peak at mass/charge 32 u/e, shown in Figure 7. Nev-
ertheless, O2 in RTOF spectra needs to be studied with caution.
Considering its mass resolution, RTOF is not able to distinguish
different species with close m/q ratios. In addition, three of the
molecules detected on comet are tentatively detected in the peak
at mass 32: molecular oxygen (31.999 amu/e), sulfur (32.065
amu/e), and methanol (32.042 amu/e).
Two methods were used to overcome this problem. The first
is the identification of the parent molecules. The high time-
resolution of RTOF, with an entire spectrum acquired every
200 seconds, enables us to simultaneously measure parent and
daughter molecules, which is not possible with DFMS. For ex-
ample, H2S being the major contributor to sulfur, the analysis of
the peak at mass/charge 34 u/e can provide us information on the
contribution to the atomic sulfuric at mass/charge 32 u/e. This in-
formation, along with DFMS data, enables us to study molecular
oxygen as seen by RTOF when the sulfur and methanol com-
pounds are negligible. This constraint does not allow us to pro-
vide a temporal and spatial study throughout the full mission, as
provided for H2O, CO2 , and CO. Here, we present results of the
O2 density for period A.
Fig. 7: Typical RTOF spectrum in abundance (ions/sec) zoomed
to the mass per charge range [30,34] showing a peak at
mass/charge 32 u/e. The gaps represent electronic noise peaks
that were removed.
The data analysis is the same as explained in Section 2.2, ex-
cept that the ground calibration of RTOF in order to obtain the
O2 sensitivity was not available. Therefore, the sensitivity used
to obtain density values was estimated using the correlation be-
tween sensitivity and ionization cross sections, as explained in
Gasc et al. (2017b). During the period A, we measured a mean
value of 8.7% and a median value of 4.9% for O2 relative to H2O.
This value is in the range 1%-10% measured by ROSINA/DFMS
from September 2014 to March 2015, although they obtained a
lower mean value of 3.8% (Bieler et al. 2015). We note that AL-
ICE on ROSETTA measured an O2 relative abundance to H2O,
derived from an absorption stellar spectrum, ranging from 11%
to 68% (Keeney et al. 2017). The difference between the mass
spectrometric and the optical measurements has not been com-
pletely explained so far and is probably related to the fact that
ALICE does not observe O2 , but atomic oxygen from dissoci-
ation of O2. The production of excited O is difficult to estimate
because photons and energetic electrons contribute to it.
The correlation between O2 and H2O is weaker than that
from DFMS results (Bieler et al. 2015): we obtain a Pearson cor-
relation coefficient of 0.42. Nonetheless, this could be the effect
of neglecting CH3OH and S, which are present in DFMS spec-
tra. Another reason is that the dispersion of the O2 signal seen
by RTOF is higher than that detected by DFMS because the time
resolution is higher. Moreover, we were able to observe the spa-
tial variations of O2 during period A, as shown in Figure 8. The
sublimation of molecular oxygen is very well correlated with
illumination and water sublimation because the northern hemi-
sphere appears to be more active than the southern hemisphere.
The neck region also shows more O2 outgassing than the lobes.
Fig. 8: Spatial heterogeneities of O2 density (scaled to a distance
of 1 km) in cm−3.km2 during period A.
4. Discussion
While H2O represents the first contributor to the gas activity dur-
ing most of the mission, the CO2 and CO outgassing contribu-
tions overall increased in the last months, and CO2 became the
dominant volatile after the second equinox. When we take the
nadir approximation we used here and the delay between illumi-
nation and detection of volatiles in the coma into account, the
water sublimation is spatially well correlated with the illumi-
nation, with a maximum located around the neck of the comet.
After perihelion until the end of mission, the total outgassing
decreased as the comet moved away from the Sun. The compar-
ison of the situation before the first and after the scond equinox
shows a completely different spatial distribution: the southern
hemisphere is globally more active at the end of the mission.
The illumination conditions and heliocentric distances are com-
parable, but as the thermal conductivity near the surface is low,
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the heat remains longer in the interior, and the sublimation of
H2O (and other volatiles as well) in the southern hemisphere is
prolonged.
The behavior of CO and CO2 is more complex because the
sublimation of CO and CO2 does not follow the illumination
conditions (correlation factors lower than 0.27). First, an over-
all dichotomy between the northern and southern hemisphere
clearly appears in the number density maps. Such a dichotomy
could be induced by the insulation of the northern hemisphere
by a dust layer transported from the south to the north during
the previous perihelion (Keller et al. 2015), thus reducing the
sublimation of CO and CO2 in the north. The complex varia-
tions in the ratios in Figure 2 is detailed by splitting the set of
data according to the hemisphere. Figure 9 shows CO2/H2O and
CO/H2O ratios for the entire mission, for the SSC point lati-
tudes above than 15◦ (northern hemisphere) and below than -
15◦ (southern hemisphere). The number density ratios for both
hemispheres are given in Table 6. In the northern hemisphere, the
CO/H2O ratio is equal to or higher than the CO2/H2O ratio for
almost the entire mission, while variations in the southern hemi-
sphere ratios are more complex. In the northern hemisphere, we
recorded averaged ratios from 0.04 (period D) to 0.22 (period
G) for CO2/H2O and from 0.04 (period B) to 0.3 (period A) for
CO/H2O. In comparison, we obtain averaged ratio from 0.04 (pe-
riod C) to 1.34 (period G) for CO2/H2O and from 0.1 (period
C) to 1.19 (period G) for CO/H2O in the southern hemisphere.
We note that CO spatial maps are in general more homogeneous
because CO molecules have the lowest sublimation temperature,
the first layer containing CO is located deeper, and the detections
depend less strongly on the seasonal variations.
Second, in the northern hemisphere, CO and CO2 have a
cyclic outgassing behavior: a medium outgassing rate during pe-
riod A, a very low rate during period B, a highest rate during
period E, a medium rate during period F, and a low rate during
period G. The highest sublimation appears at the end of sum-
mer in the southern hemisphere. Two scenarii are examined to
explain this observation:
– We introduce an hypothesis about the near-surface structure
of the nucleus. Cometary nuclei are described as icy con-
glomerates or aggregates of pre-solar grains covered by an
ice layer. Insolation mainly drives sublimation of ices, which
leads to a layering of the upper layers of the nucleus, and to
the appearance of a layer of dust over the ices (Grün et al.
1989; Greenberg et al. 1998; Greenberg & Li 1999). Obser-
vations and grain analysis confirmed a nonvolatile layer on
the surface of 67P, which locally reduced the activity, (Schulz
et al. 2015; Gundlach et al. 2015). From these descriptions
of a nucleus, we propose a structure of the northern near-
surface nucleus: first a dust layer containing water ice, then
a layer of pure water ice, and finally CO and CO2 located
underneath. Far from the Sun, the temperature at the sur-
face is at first high enough to sublimate CO and CO2 but
not H2O. Approaching the Sun, the temperature then rises
at the surface, allowing the water ice contained in the dust
to sublimete, but because the temperature drops rapidly with
depth, the temperature is too low to sublimate the pure wa-
ter ice layer, allowing the CO and CO2 that is located un-
derneath to be sublimated (period A). At lower heliocentric
distances, the temperature in the interior then increases until
it is sufficient to induce the sublimation of the pure water-ice
layer. This process consumes a large part of the available en-
ergy, and the CO and CO2 fluxes drop in the northern hemi-
sphere (pre-equinox one period) until perihelion, where the
heat wave again reaches CO and CO2.
– The cyclic outgassing behavior of CO and CO2 in the north-
ern hemisphere could otherwise be explained if CO and CO2
were included in the wet icy dust layer. The dust material is
ejected from the southern hemisphere, where CO and CO2
may be close to the surface. The ejected dust containing wa-
ter could also have carried CO and CO2 if the species were
trapped previously. These ice species would thus be subli-
mated and emptied during periods A and B, leading to the
observed CO and CO2 flux decrease until the sublimation of
the deeper layers dominates before perihelion. This hypoth-
esis requires the ejection of large dust particles that are capa-
ble of retaining CO and CO2 molecules until the redeposition
in the northern hemisphere. CO would have to be retained for
several hours of flight time during the strong heating, during
the transport around perihelion, and until > 3 au inbound.
Moreover, dust particles are not expected to be large enough,
as estimated in Keller et al. (2017), thus this scenario appears
less probable.
In the southern hemisphere, CO2 and CO sublimation is ob-
served without particular correlations with water detections. The
active zones sublimating CO seem to overlap the zones subli-
mating CO2 in the RTOF dataset. The strong heating eroded the
southern hemisphere more intensely during the summer. This
erosion gave access to deeper layers, containing CO2 and CO,
and allows us to detect them more intensely than in the northern
hemisphere.
5. Conclusions
We analyzed the full ROSINA/RTOF dataset during the Rosetta
mission, from September 2014 until September 2016, for the
three main volatiles H2O, CO2 , and CO. The previous analysis
of ROSINA data revealed strong periodicities in time and het-
erogeneities throughout the surface of 67P during the first part
of the mission (Hässig et al. 2015; Hoang et al. 2017). We here
extended these studies to the entire RTOF dataset and focused in
particular on the evolution of the north-south dichotomy through
the cometary seasons.
The global outgassing of 67P changed with heliocentric dis-
tance, with an asymmetry with respect to perihelion. We ob-
served large changes in relative abundances between the begin-
ning and the end of mission. This revealed a different behavior
of the species ratios, with an increasing contribution of CO2 and
CO in the total outgassing toward the end of the mission.
This work allowed us to compare the activity of the comet
over several periods: during the approach, around the first
equinox, around perihelion, and around the second equinox. The
spectra recorded throughout the escort phase show an active nu-
cleus for the three volatiles. The H2O outgassing rate essen-
tially follows the illumination conditions, while the CO/H2O and
CO2/H2O ratios are maxima already far from the Sun because
of the higher volatility of CO and CO2. However, these two
volatiles show complex behaviors when the seasonal variabil-
ity and the spatial heterogeneities are investigated. Their relative
abundance (CO/CO2) is also variable, from below 1 (in agree-
ment with CO2 being close to the surface) to above 1 (expected
at large distances because the sublimation temperature of CO is
lower). Observations of H2O and CO2 made by the VIRTIS in-
strument agreed with these changes in outgassing composition
observed with RTOF, as Bockelée-Morvan et al. (2016) reported
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Fig. 9: Time evolution of the CO/H2O and CO2/H2O density ratios for the entire mission for the northern (upper panel) and southern
(lower panel) hemisphere.
CO2/H2O (NH) CO2/H2O (SH) CO/H2O (NH) CO/H2O (SH)
Q1 Q2 Q3 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q1 Q2 Q3
A 0.07 0.12 0.18 0.21 0.27 0.33 0.19 0.30 0.46 0.30 0.38 0.60
B 0.01 0.04 0.15 0.31 0.79 1.6 0.01 0.04 0.15 0.06 0.24 0.79
C 0.02 0.04 0.08 0.03 0.04 0.09 0.05 0.09 0.14 0.06 0.1 0.21
D 0.04 0.07 0.14 0.05 0.08 0.19 0.1 0.15 0.28 0.05 0.11 0.29
E 0.07 0.12 0.16 0.07 0.12 0.23 0.15 0.20 0.29 0.15 0.25 0.39
F 0.09 0.14 0.25 0.51 1.2 2.52 0.16 0.24 0.37 0.33 0.51 0.79
G 0.14 0.22 0.4 0.65 1.34 3.59 0.1 0.23 0.48 0.22 0.51 1.19
Table 6: CO2/H2O and CO/H2O density ratios in the northern (NH) and southern hemisphere (SH) for the seven periods described
in Table 1. Given values are the lower quartile (Q1), median (Q2), and upper quartile (Q3).
an increase of CO2/H2O ratio by a factor of 2 to reach 32% just
after perihelion.
Mapping the RTOF detections to the SSC point on the nu-
cleus shows that H2O, CO2, and CO originate from all regions
of the comets, regardless of illumination. The data from the ex-
tremities of the two lobes at first suggest a possible intrinsic dif-
ference in CO2 composition between the upper layers of the two
lobes. However, after careful analysis, the origin of the detec-
tions mostly depends on the seasons and on the hemisphere that
is observed.
During the first two periods, water detections originated from
the northern hemisphere, in particular, the neck region. The
MIRO instrument also recorded the highest column density in
the neck region in September 2014 (Gulkis et al. (2015); Mar-
shall et al. (2017); Biver et al., this volume), such as the ALICE
spectrograph in late 2014 (Feldman et al. 2015). Around peri-
helion, MIRO localized the most active regions in the southern
hemisphere, in particular Wosret, Neith, and Bes, which agreed
well with the RTOF post-perihelion detections. As for the other
Rosetta instruments, we observed that the regions receiving the
highest amount of solar illumination globally presented the high-
est water production rate, and that outgassing was still observed
in recently shadowed areas, like during period G. VIRTIS also
observed that the water distribution is well described by the il-
lumination condition, while the distribution of CO2 is not only
affected by the illumination conditions, but also by the illumina-
tion history (Fink et al. 2016). Fink et al. (2016) detected CO2
that essentially originated from the southern hemisphere, which
is likely more eroded (and thus pristine) because this hemisphere
was strongly illuminated during the previous perihelion. If the
water pattern correlates well with the illumination, it is indeed
more complex for CO2 and CO.
The southern hemisphere in particular sublimates more CO
and CO2 than the northern hemisphere. CO and CO2 ices are
probably very close to the surface in the south and easily subli-
mated when the temperature is high enough, which is in agree-
ment with the observed strong erosion of the southern hemi-
sphere between the equinoxes. The dichotomy can be induced by
an insulating layer of dust containing water ice that is transported
from the south (at the previous perihelion period) to the north,
which would decrease the northern CO and CO2 fluxes after
perihelion. A differential composition (CO/H2O and CO2/H2O
ratios) between the two hemispheres could also lead to such a
dichotomy, but would be more difficult to explain.
Nevertheless, we do observe CO and CO2 molecules origi-
nating from the northern hemisphere, whose fluxes strongly de-
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crease during the pre-equinox period, while the H2O fluxes in-
crease. The presence of a wet icy dust layer cannot explain this
behavior. One interpretation could be based on the stratigraphy
of the near-surface part of the nucleus, which might be composed
of a dust layer containing water ice, then a layer of pure water
ice, and finally CO and CO2 located deeper. When the comet
is far from the Sun, the temperature increase is not sufficient to
sublimate water, but the heat wave propagates inside the nucleus
and sublimates CO and CO2. During period A, the increase in
temperature leads to the sublimation of water contained in the
insulating dust layer. As the temperature drops with depth, the
heat wave cannot sublimate the pure water-ice layer, but is able
to sublimate the CO2 and CO located underneath. Closer to the
Sun, in the pre-equinox one period, the temperature is sufficient
to sublimate the pure water-ice layer. The available energy is al-
most consumed by this process, and the fluxes of CO and CO2
drop until perihelion, where the temperature strongly increases
and the heat wave can propagate to the deeper layers, where it
again induces the sublimation of CO2 and CO.
The preliminary study of minor species with RTOF brought
results for O2, confirming the independent detection from AL-
ICE (Feldman et al. 2015) and ROSINA/DFMS (Bieler et al.
2015), with a mean value relative to water within the range mea-
sured by DFMS. However, this study requires further investiga-
tions and has to be made with caution because of the mass res-
olution of RTOF and the uncertainty on the sensitivity values of
the minor species.
In the near future, our aim is to compare the ROSINA coma
detections during the mission with the outgassing rate derived
from a nucleus model. Cross comparisons, assuming several sce-
narii as discussed above, will help to constrain the internal struc-
ture of the comet, such as its stratigraphy, or to find answers to
the unknown nature of the gas trapping. They might also indicate
whether significant amounts of amorphous ice are present.
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